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To put my hypothesis in a testable form, I might say, “If people imitate what they
see, then people who watch violence on television will behave more aggressively than
people who do not.” Notice how this statement adheres to the IF:THEN:THAN
convention we discussed earlier. Hypotheses stated in this way are capable of being
tested. I can conduct a study to determine whether people who watch violence on
television behave more aggressively than people who do not. Depending on what I
found, I might want to modify my theory. Suppose I found that TV violence affects
aggression only among children, not among adults. I would then want to modify
my theory to reflect this finding. This would involve the use of inductive reasoning
(i.e., going from the specific to the general).

This process of going from theory to hypothesis to observation and back to theory
is the essence of scientific research. Scientists continually refine their theories by for-
mulating testable hypotheses. An important (though often overlooked) aspect of this
process is that theories themselves are never tested. We test only the hypotheses we
have deduced from a theory. To return to our example, children who watch violence
on television may behave more aggressively than children who don’t, but it may not
be because they are imitative. Perhaps viewing violence excites children and they
aggress in order to release this arousal or excitement. In this case, my theory predicted
the behavior, but the underlying explanation was different from the one I had assumed.

To summarize, when we perform an experiment, we are testing hypotheses, not the-
ories. Theories themselves—ideas about why variables are related—are not directly
tested. Instead, we test hypotheses. On the basis of our findings, we use logic and rea-
soning to refine our theories. This aspect of the scientific process underscores the dif-
ference between theories and facts. Unlike facts, theories are never right or wrong; they
are simply useful or not useful. And they are always being tested and revised.

Any . . . theory is always provisional: you can never prove it. No matter how many times
the results of experiments agree with some theory, you can never be sure that the next
time the result will not contradict the theory . . . Each time new experiments are observed
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Scientific research often
begins with a theory.
Using deductive reasoning,
we then generate a
testable hypothesis. Next,
we conduct research and,
based on our findings,
modify our theory using
inductive reasoning. In this
manner, there is a continu-
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theory and research.
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